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ABSTRACT
Assuming gauge theory realization at the boundary, we show that the
viscosity to entropy ratio is 1/(4pi) where the bulk is represented by a
large class of extremal black holes in anti-deSitter space. In particular,
this class includes multiple R-charged black holes in various dimensions.
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Extremal black holes are special in many ways. Often, various computations tend
to break down as one tries to extract out results associated with extremal black holes
via ‘extremal limit’ of non-extremal black holes. One such example recently has
appeared in the calculation of shear viscosity (η) to entropy (s) ratio for gauge theory
that is dual to extremal bulk geometry. In particular, in the low frequency limit (
ω → 0 limit or in other words the IR limit of the boundary gauge theory), used for
example in [1], the perturbation in ω breaks down. In [2], a prescription was given
which can be used to treat these extremal holes. Subsequently, in [3]4, following this
prescription, η/s was computed for four dimensional Reissner-No¨rdtstrom black holes
in AdS. The result turned out to be 1/(4pi); same as their non-extremal partners. It
was further argued that, regardless of the dimensions of space-time, the result would
remain unchanged for Reissner-No¨rdtstrom black hole.
Encouraged by these developments, in this note, we provide a computation of η/s
for a generic extremal black hole in arbitrary dimensions having metric of the form
ds2d+1 = g¯ttdt
2 + g¯uudu
2 + g¯ijdx
idxj , (1)
with
g¯tt = −f(u)A1(u), g¯uu = A2(u)f−1(u), f(u) = (1− u)2V (u). (2)
In terms of coordinate u, the horizon is located at u = 1 while the boundary is
at u = 0. We take functions A1(u), A2(u) and V (u) to be finite on the horizon.
Extremal nature of this geometry shows up in the double pole of f−1(u) at the horizon.
We assume that the metric asymptotes to AdS and, on the boundary, we have an
associated gauge theory. Among others, this class of metric includes generic R-charged
black holes in five dimensions [5]. The boundary gauge theory is then expected to be
strongly coupled SYM on R4 in the presence of three non-zero chemical potentials.
This metric also includes multiple R-charged black holes in four and seven dimensions
[6]. However, the gauge theories at their boundaries are less clearly understood.
Besides the metric (1), there are gauge fields and scalars. The detail forms of these
quantities will not be required for our present work. The geometry is characterised
by the fact that its entropy is finite even though the temperature is zero [7, 8]. We
now proceed to compute η/s associated with this geometry.
First, to compute the shear viscosity, one considers some specific fluctuations of the
metric and uses Kubo formula. This formula relates the viscosity to the correlation
function of the stress-energy tensor at zero spatial momentum. We will avoid the
details here. They can be found in [1,3,9]. Writing gµν = g¯µν + hµν with g¯µν given in
(1), and Einstein equation leads to the following equation for hxy (which turns out
to be same as that of massless real scalar field. In what follows, we call it Φ.)
∂µ
(√−g¯ g¯µν∂ν)Φ = 0. (3)
4For certain class of black holes on AdS5, a discussion on η/s can be found in [4].
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Further, using the ansatz Φ = e−iωtφ(u), we get
∂2uφ+ ∂uln(g¯
uu√−g¯)∂uφ− g¯
tt
g¯uu
ω2φ = 0. (4)
Using explicit forms of g¯tt, g¯uu, we finally reach at an equation of the form
∂2uφ+ ∂uln
(√−g¯f
A2
)
∂uφ− ω
2A2
f 2A1
φ = 0. (5)
We solve the above equation in the inner region (near the horizon) as well as in the
outer region (away from the horizon). We then match both at the so called matching
region [3]. We first look for solution in the inner region.
Due to the double pole singularity in f−1(u), the usual low frequency (ω) expansion
of φ becomes subtle [2,3]. One then defines ξ as u = 1−ω/ξ and organises the solution
as an expansion in ω where ω → 0 and ξ → 0 in such a way that ω/ξ → 0, see [3] for
details. The equation (5) then simplifies to (keeping only zeroth order in ω)
∂2φ
∂ξ2
+
A
V 2
φ = 0, (6)
where,
A =
A2(u)
A1(u)
∣∣∣
u=1
, V = V (u)|u→1. (7)
Next, defining α =
√
A
V
ξ above equation reduces to standard form in AdS2
∂2φ
∂α2
+ φ = 0. (8)
The incoming wave solution is then
φin = a
0
Ie
iα ∼ a0I(1 + iα) = a0I +
g(ω)
1− ua
0
I . (9)
with
g(ω) =
i
√
A
V
ω. (10)
In (9), a0I is a constant. Since (9) represents incoming solution near the horizon,
this is often called the solution in the inner region or the solution in the IR of the
boundary gauge theory.
As for the solution in the outer region or in other words away from the horizon,
we go back to equation (5). Note that in this case, to zeroth order in ω, we get
∂2uφ+ ∂uln(g¯
uu√−g¯)∂uφ = 0. (11)
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Integrating once,
∂uφ = c1
g¯uu√−g¯ , (12)
where c1 is a constant. This implies
φout = c2 + c1
[ F (u)
(1− u)V (u) −
F ′(u)
V (u)
ln(1− u) +
∫ (F ′(u)
V (u)
)′
ln(1− u) du
]
, (13)
where,
F (u) =
A2(u)√−g¯ . (14)
In (13), c2 is an integration constant. Note further that F (u) is finite on the horizon.
In order to get the complete low frequency profile of φ, we need to match (13) and
(9) at u→ 1. Outer region solution gives
φout = c2 + c1B +
c1F
V (1− u) , (15)
with F = F (u)|u→1 and
B =
[
− F
′(u)
V (u)
ln(1− u) +
∫ (F ′(u)
V (u)
)′
ln(1− u) du
]
u→1 (16)
Now comparing (15) with (9), we get
c1 =
V g(ω)
F
a0I , c2 = a
0
I
(
1− BV g(ω)
F
)
. (17)
Substituting these constants in (13)
φout = a
0
I
(
1− BV g(ω)
F
)
+
V g(ω)
F
a0I
[ F (u)
(1− u)V (u) −
F ′(u)
V (u)
ln(1− u)
+
∫ (F ′(u)
V (u)
)′
ln(1− u) du
]
. (18)
Hence
∂uφout =
V g(ω)
F
a0I
g¯uu√−g¯ . (19)
Now it is straightforward to compute the boundary action and then the correlation
function following [9]. As for the boundary action, we get
Sboundary = −1
2
1
16piG
[
g¯uu
√−g¯φout∂uφout
]
u=ǫ→0 = −
g(ω)V (a0I)
2
32piGF
. (20)
Hence, to first order in ω
Gxy,xy =
∂Sboundary
∂a0I∂a
0
I
= − g(ω)V
16piGF
= − i
√
Aω
16piGF
. (21)
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Here G is the d+1 dimensional Newton’s constant. In the last line we have used the
form of g(ω) given in (10). Now the Kubo formula gives us the shear viscosity 5
η =
√
A
16piGF
=
1
16piG
[√ −g¯
g¯uug¯tt
]
u=1
. (22)
Since the entropy density of black hole is given by
s =
√
detg¯ij|u=1
4G
=
1
4G
[√ −g¯
g¯uug¯tt
]
u=1
(23)
we get
η
s
=
1
4pi
. (24)
As an illustrative example, we now consider R-charged black hole in seven dimensions
and try to see how it fits into the above scheme. This black hole can carry at most
two independent R-charges. The metric, in the extremal limit, is given by [6]
ds27 =
4H1/5(pilT0)
2
9u
(
− f(u)
H(u)
dt2 + dx21 + · · ·+ dx25
)
+
l2H(u)1/5
4f(u)u2
du2, (25)
where,
f(u) = (1 + 2u+ k1k2u
2)(1− u)2,
H(u) = (1 + k1u
2)(1 + k2u
2). (26)
In writing down the above geometry, we have used extremality condition
3 + k1 + k2 = k1k2. (27)
The metric has a double pole at u = 1. Comparing with our general notations used
earlier, we find that for (25),
√−g¯ = lH
1/5(2πlT0)
3
)6
2u4
, A1(u) =
4(pilT0)
2H−4/5
9u
, A2(u) =
H1/5l2
4u2
,
V (u) = 1 + 2u+ k1k2u
2, F (u) =
lu2
2(2πlT0
3
)6
. (28)
Note that all these quantities are finite at the horizon. From our previous discussion,
it then immediately follows that η/s = 1/(4pi).
5We observe that the form of η is same as that obtained in the non-extremal cases [10, 11]. The
structural similarity leads us to speculate that there might be a membrane paradigm like prescription
for extremal black holes having non-zero entropy.
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Encouraged by the membrane paradigm arguments (for details see for example
[10,11]), we end this note with an alternative derivation of η for extremal black hole.
Consider the bulk action for a massless scalar Φ:
Sbulk =
1
2
∫
dd+1x
√−g¯ ∂AΦ∂
AΦ
16piG
(29)
Using linear response theory one can write the transport coefficient as
χ = lim
ω→0
lim
u→0
(
ΠΦ(u, ω)
iωΦ(u, ω)
)
, (30)
where ΠΦ(u, t) =
∂Lbulk
∂(∂uΦ)
[11]. Note that ΠΦ(u, ω) is the Fourier transform of the
function ΠΦ(u, t). If we take Φ(u, t) = h
x
y , then we get η as the transport coefficient.
Following our previous discussion, we note that the field momentum is of the form
ΠΦ(u, ω) =
√−g¯
16piG
g¯uu∂uφ. (31)
Now using the fact that
∂uφI = i
∂α
∂u
φI = i
√
A
V
ω
(1− u)2φI , (32)
and (19), we see
η = lim
ω→0
lim
u→0
(
ΠΦ(u, ω)
iωΦ(u, ω)
)
= lim
ω→0
lim
u→1
(
ΠΦ(u, ω)
iωΦ(u, ω)
)
=
1
16piG
√ −g¯
g¯uug¯tt
∣∣∣
u→1. (33)
This is same as what we got previously (22). To evaluate the above expression, we
have used (32) for φ in u→ 1 region and (19) for u→ 0 region.
To conclude, we have shown that the viscosity to entropy ratio is insensitive to
many details of the extremal AdS black hole geometry. For our computation, we
only required the double pole nature of g¯uu and double zero of g¯tt at the horizon.
Rest of the quantities associated with the metric are only assumed to be finite and
non-zero on the horizon. Given these information, we argued that analytic expression
for shear viscosity and the viscosity to entropy ratio remain same as that of many
non-extremal black holes where near horizon geometry is radically different. We
have also observed that a membrane paradigm like arguments for computation of the
shear viscosity go through in the extremal case with double pole nature of metric,
even though the computations of [10] seem to depend crucially on the the single
pole nature of the geometry. This leads us to believe that, in spite of differences in
the horizon structure between non-extremal and extremal black hole geometries, the
field momentum relevant for determination of the shear viscosity, is blind to such
differences.
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Note: A day before posting our paper on the arXiv, references [12] and [13] appeared
which has some overlap with the present paper.
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